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 A group of related sentences set off by a 
beginning indentation = a paragraph (Aaron 39)



 Provide background & introduce a thesis

 Develop a main point in support of the thesis

 Give an example 

 Shift to a new main idea or example

 Shift to the next part of a sequence

 Conclude an essay

 In dialog, indicate a new speaker



 “…to give the reader a rest.  The writer is 
saying…:  “Have you got that?  If so, I’ll go on” 
(Fowler, Aaron, & Okoomian 71). 

 “…to indicate key steps in the development 
of your thesis” (Aaron 39). 



 1. Make them unified
▪ i.e. all sentences relate to the topic sentence

 2. Make them coherent
▪ i.e. the relationship to surrounding ideas is evident 

(readers should not have to stop & re-read to detect the 
flow)

 3. Make them well-developed
▪ i.e. ideas are expressed to their completion w/ specific 

details & examples



 Stick closely to a topic sentence

topic sentence:  paragraph 

AS 

thesis:  essay

1. Discuss only one main idea per paragraph 

2. Read your work & note misplaced sentences



 Make main ideas and sentences flow

1. Present ideas in an order
2. Repeat key words
3. Use parallel structures
4. Use pronouns
5. Use consistency (maintain tense, number, & person)
6. Use transitional expressions (“connector” words show 

relationship among ideas )

SEE pp. 88-89)



 Express ideas to their completion

1. Use fitting pattern of development (SEE pp. 25-26)
2. Support ideas with details & examples
3. Incorporate quotations, summaries, or 

paraphrases  (if applicable)
4. Rule of thumb:  four—eight sentences
5. Rule of thumb:  100—150 words (Fowler & Aaron 102)



 Paragraphs = one unit of a larger piece of 
writing

1. Make sure each paragraph contributes to the thesis
2. Arrange paragraphs in clear & logical order
3. Create links between paragraphs (Fowler & Aaron 111)



INTRODUCTION

see Fowler & Aaron 104-7

 Ask question

 Use a vivid quotation

 Outline a problem or 
dilemma

 Create a visual

 Forecast rest of essay

 Provide salient background

CONCLUSION

See Fowler & Aaron 107-9

 Recommend course of action

 Echo approach of intro

 Give a compelling example

 Discuss implications

 Emphasize significance of 
your perspective

 Bring writing to closure



Exercise 4.4 on p. 79

Exercise 4.11 on p. 91

Exercise 4.16 on p. 103


